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Summary: 

T‐Mobile upgraded and relocated telecommunication equipment at an existing site in the southwest 
steeple of the Sweetest Heart of Mary Roman Catholic Parish in June 2021 after receiving a COA for the 
equipment work in October 2019. The exterior of the steeple was determined by the HDC in a previous 
COA to be the plane that the antennas would have to remain behind. The new antennas are slightly 
bigger than the previous antennas and were mounted in such a way that they stuck out past the exterior 
of the steeple. The HDC alerted T‐Mobile and Landlord that the antennas were not compliant with the 
previous approval and that the antennas were easily noticed. The below photo shows the antennas after 
the initial upgrade. 



 

 



T‐Mobile brought this issue before the HDC on October 10, 2022. T‐Mobile proposed  moving the 
mounting points backwards and add netting/fabric to help bring them into compliance with the previous 
approval and help camouflage the antennas. After some discussion, the resolution was that T‐Mobile 
would make these changes on one side of the tower as an example. After equipment supply and 
contractor selection  were ironed out, T‐Mobile revised the antenna configuration on the Southwest 
side. Below are a few photos of the antennas after the revision. 

View at street level 

 



Zoom View of Antennas with new placement    Old placement  

                            

 

 

Once the revisions were made, the Church approved the new configuration.  That approval is stated in a 
letter attached to this summary and recommends DHDC approval. After consultation with  DHDC staff, a 
new application is submitted and  T‐Mobile requests that the DHDC approve the equipment 
modifications and grant T‐Mobile the right to proceed with proposed revisions on the remaining 
equipment. 

 

Respectfully, 

David Schott 
David Schott 

dschott@haleywirelessgroup.com  

Haley Law Firm, PLC on behalf of T-Mobile Central LLC 
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